Composers: Joe & Es Turner, 7409 Masters Drive, Potomac, MD 20854
Record: Telemark No. 316A (Flip side I Wish You Love)
Position: INTRO - CP M fcg wall   DANCE - CP M fcg LOD
Footwork: Opposite, directions for M unless otherwise noted
Sequence: INTRO-A-B-A-C; A-B-A-C; A-C.

**INTRO.**

1-4 WAIT; WAIT; (Twist)SIDE;, BEHIND, FWD (Pick up LOD); FWD TWO STEP;

1-2 Wait 2 meas in loose CP;

SQQ 3 (Twist Vine) Slow swd step LOD on L, to momentary SCar, quick behind on R (W XIF), quick fwd L (pick up W to end CP fcg LOD);

QOS 4 Do a fwd two step R, L, R, in LOD;

**PART A**

1-4 TURN(L), SIDE, CLOSE; TURN(L), (Spot) BUZZ, 2; RUN BACK, 2, 3, 4; DIP (Back),; REC,; 1-4 In CP start ½ L fc trn step on L, diag COH/LOD, side R, close L to R and fcg diag RLOD;

SQQ 2 Continue trng L diag back slow R, LOD/COH, then quick (back) Buzz 2 L, R trng almost in place on ball-of-foot to end fcg LOD (CP); NOTE: Quickly flow into next meas.

QQQQ/SS 3-4 Still on ball-of-foot fcg LOD run 4 slow quick steps L, R, L, R back ing toward RLOD; dip bk L, rec R, tch L to R;

5-8 RUN, 2, 3, 4, FWD (Reach),; FWD TURN (Reach),; SIDE (Manu), CLOSE, PIVOT,; 2, ; FWD, LOCK;

QQQ 5 Run fwd LOD 4 quick (short) steps L, R, L, R;

SS 6 Fwd LOD L (a gliding step),; fwd R (a diag gliding step) tawd LOD & wall (about 1/8 R fc trn);

QOS 7 Side L diag tawd LOD & wall, quickly close R to L to complete manuv M fcg RLOD, still in CP start ½ R fc couple pivot bk slow L;

SQQ 8 Complete pivot slow R,; M fc LOD assume mod-Bjo & step fwd quick L (LOD), lock R XIB of L (W XIF);

**PART B**

1-4 FWD, LOCK, FWD (Turn),; TURN (to Bjo), BACK, BACK,; BACK, CLOSE, BACK, CLOSE, DIP BACK,; REC (CP),;

QQS 1 Fwd L LOD, lock R XIB (W XIF), fwd L (a diag step tawd LOD/COH about 1/8 left fc trn);

QOS 2 Traveling LOD do 3/8 L fc trn to Bjo fcg RLOD M trns in two quick steps fwd R, bk L, then bk LOD on slow R, (W trns bk L, fwd R, then slow fwd L);

QQQQ 3 Moving LOD M bk on L, close R to L, bk on L, close R to L (action is on ball-of-foot) (W does a fwd, close, fwd, close);

SS 4 Still in Bjo M dips bk tawd LOD on L foot, holds 1 ct, rec to CP Bjo on R, tch L beside R (W dips fwd R,;

rec on L blending to CP Bjo tch R to L) and M fcg RLOD;

5-8 (RLOD) FWD, LOCK, FWD (Turn),; TURN (to Bjo), BACK, BACK,; BACK, CLOSE, BACK, CLOSE, DIP BACK,; REC (CP),;

5-8 Repeat action of meas 1 thru 4 of PART B tawd RLOD ending CP M fcg LOD;

**PART A**

1-4 TURN(L), SIDE, CLOSE; TURN(L), (Spot) BUZZ, 2; RUN BACK, 2, 3, 4; DIP (Back),; REC,;

1-4 Repeat action of meas 1 thru 4 of PART A;

5-8 RUN, 2, 3, 4, FWD (Reach),; FWD TURN (Reach),; SIDE (Manu), CLOSE, PIVOT,; 2, ; FWD, LOCK;

5-8 Repeat action of meas 5 thru 8 of PART A and mod-Bjo M fcg LOD;

**PART C**

1-4 (Mod-Bjo) FWD, ; CHECK,; (Circle Fishtail) XIB, SIDE, FWD, LOCK; (RLOD) FWD, ; CHECK,; 1-4 (Circle Fishtail) XIB, SIDE, FWD, LOCK;

SS 1 Mod-Bjo M fcg diag LOD/COH fwd L,; fwd R (check);

QQQQ 2 Commence L fc trn M XIB of R (W XIF), side R, fwd L, lock R (in bk L) (W lock in front); A gradual trn on each step to end M fcg RLOD;

SS 3 Repeat action of meas 1 of PART C tawd RLOD to end M fcg RLOD/wall;

QQQQ 4 Repeat action of meas 2 of PART C end M fcg LOD (mod-Bjo);

5-8 FWD TWO STEP; FWD TWO STEP (to SCP); (Half open) DIP FWD,; REC (to CP),; DIP BACK (CP),; REC,; 5-8 In mod-Bjo do one fwd two step L, R, L,;

QOS 5 Prog LOD do another two step R, L, R, (W trns ½ R fc L, R, L,) end SCP;

- over -
SS  7  Releasing lead hands blend to half OP M dip fwd L (W R), hold 1 ct, rec bwd on R leading W into
CP (W trns ½ L fc) end M fcg LOD, hold 1 ct;
SS  8  Dip bk L twd R LOD (W fwd), hold 1 ct, rec fwd on R, hold 1 ct;

ENDING
Last time thru on meas 8 of PART C M rec to fc ptr & wall step apart twd COH on L, hold 1 ct, point R twd ptr,
hold 1 ct (ACK) (Trailing hands (M's R & W's L) joined);